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was a burgeoning logging city so demand saw the company grow fairly quickly and eventually they became the big company they are today. Most of the boots are made in the United States, although the company actually got in some hot water to use the words Handmade in the United States in its marketing. They were hit with a class
action lawsuit in California for sort-of-maybe means the boots are fully assembled in America, as some of the parts are manufactured elsewhere. Still, most of their products are put together in the United States and the company says their shoes are built to honor the guts and determination of lumberjacks and engineers who paved the
way, built the roads, and constructed our buildings. While the company was built on hardy work boots, the Service boot is a little more fashion focused. Let's take a look at the most popular version, which is made from Crazy Horse leather. Get the best price for Chippewa's Service boot right here! Chippewa Service Utility Boot
OverviewFirst of all, this is leather gold. If you check out the image used on Amazon or on their official website, Crazy Horse leather looks light brown, but I'd describe these boots as mustard, or a pale yellow. There's nothing wrong with it — color-wise, they're not too different from Tafts Dragon boot — but most people who discuss this
boot online found the color a surprise. Form-wise, the service boot is typical of the American work boot aesthetic: it has a round toe, a Goodyear welt, and a classic-looking cork midsole. The outsole is not cork or leather, however, it is made of Vibram, a kind of rubber that is a little less classic in appearance but offers much better grip.
There is frankly not much else to say: it is a fairly simple shoe, a quality that many will find appealing. It's mostly single stitched, but there are a few triple seams of laces, and the only unusual or eye-catching part of the trunk is the large old Chippewa logo on top of the 6-inch shaft. Personally, I'm not one of the big logos etched into my
shoes, but you have it mostly covered in your pants. The term most commonly associated with this boot is entry level. It's relatively cheap and while a lot of boot aficionados aren't blown away by the quality, there's a loud contingent who thinks it's a worthy buy for the price point. Personally, I loved the aesthetic, although some issues
arose as I wore them in. Chippewa Service Utility Boot LeatherCrazy Horse leatherAllow with a wax that strengthens it to age quicklyThese boots are made with pretty thick Crazy Horse leather, which got its name because for some time, it was a very popular material for horse saddles. It's not made of horse, but it's full grain steer leather.
The term full grain means that the leather comes from the top layer of the animal's hide and it is quite widely considered to be the best kind of leather for durable boots. It's strong and it ages well, although I would point out that a common complaint with these boots is that they wrinkle quite quickly and noticeably. As you can see in the
picture above, I've picked up some wrinkles myself. When I spoke to Chippewa customer service representative she told me this leather is oil treated, but Crazy Horse is really known for the wax. It is done by applying a kind of wax to leather that has been smoothed out (or corrected) a little, and the wax strengthens the fibers to the point
where the paint changes when it is rubbed or scratched. Running your hand over the boots results in streaks of darker or lighter color that can be easily smoothed off. All this makes for a really rustic, vintage look that many people love, and Crazy Horse is often seen in. The leather looks great, although it is worth pointing out that a
scratchy blonde boot does not work so well in formal situations. But these shoes can really spruce up an outfit like khakis and a denim shirt, which I wear in the video above. Chippewa Service Utility Boot Leather CareUse a cream conditionerChippewa recommends Apache creamAquaseal can be used for waterproofingClean your shoes
of dust and dirt is quite simple. This is some pretty tough leather, so you can feel comfortable with a horsehair brush on these, but a wet bowl cloth is a good choice when they have really been put through the ringtone. Since this is an oil treated leather, you want to treat it like an impregnated leather and use a cream conditioner to
maintain moisture. Chippewa recommends an Apache cream, but if you really don't want the leather to darken at all, you might be more interested in a Venetian shoe cream. Planning on kicking the out of these boots, wearing them in rough situations, exposing them to all the fire and fury of earth's elements? These shoes have a
Goodyear welt which is quite water repellent, but if you want to take the water resistance to the next level Chippewa recommends adding some Aquaseal to the cork. Chippewa Service Utility Boot SoleVibram sole offers good gripCord midsole, steel shaftHard, uncushioned heel360-degree Goodyear weltFirst of all, the bottom of the shoe
is made by Vibram. It's a kind of rubber that, as I pointed out in a previous section, doesn't really look as classic as a flat leather or oak sole, but the grip is good. I've worn these in some pretty bad weather myself unlike my Wolverine 1000 Miles and their leather sole, Chippewa's Service boot had very firm grip. I'm the first to admit that
aesthetically, vibram sole is not that big, but when viewed from the side it looks completely flat and identical to more traditional boots. This is not a Commando sole, after all, and the boot service really claims that old school work boot aesthetic despite the modern grip on the sole. So there is a Vibram outsole, then there is also a cork
midsole that looks amazing, and there is also a steel shaft in the midsole for stability and arc support. - Insula isn't quite lined. There's a bit of leather here, but it's on top of a canvas liner and while that liner supports the boot and you see it in a lot of Red Wing boots, do it for a shoe that's pretty stiff. One of my biggest problems with the
shoe is the heel. As you can see, it's pretty much all cork — there's no layer of leather or rubber or anything else to dampen the effect as you go, and the result is that it feels a lot like walking on wood. My heel didn't feel good support. The sole is attached to the top with a Goodyear welt, widely seen as the best way to welt a shoe. The
difference here is that there is a layer of leather or rubber between the top and the single one, making it way easier to resole when you eventually carry through your Vibram. This significantly increases a shoe lifespan, plus it makes them very waterproof, which is a big plus. Note that this is a 360-degree Goodyear welt, which means it
goes all the way around the shoe and heel. A lot of boots (like Alden Indy) use a 270-degree welt because it makes for a slightly narrower silhouette around the heel, but does this slightly degrade water resistance. Chippewa Service Utility Boot Fit &amp; SizingOrder a half size downWidths are available in D, E, EEEasy to break inGet half
a size down. Like almost all my boots, including Thursday Boot Company, Red Wing, Wolverine, and so on, chippewa goes a bit big. I'm between an 11 and a 12 on a Brannock unit and the 11D fits me well. The D refers to the width, with D considered normal. They've also got E and EE widths available, which will be good news for people
with wider feet, but if you have extremely wide feet (that's EEE width) or if your feet are pretty narrow (it's B or C), you're unlucky. Note that you may have a little luck only ordering a size larger or smaller if you need to tinker with width, but there are no warranties, here. I'm happy to say that the boots didn't really have to break in. Although
the leather is thick (more than 2 millimeters), I had no problems with blisters or discomfort, which is a big bonus, although they made folds quite quickly and noticeably. Chippewa Service Utility Boot PriceYou can pick up a of these on Amazon for about $280. When people call this an entry level boot, they mean it costs under $300 and
that it's a bit unfair to compare them to boots like theIron Ranger or 1000 Mile, because they hover around $350.Yes, there's glue all over the inside of the shoe, sure they fold pretty quickly and noticeably, well the heel support isn't good , and okay, I got some loose ends on my heel in my first week of wearing them. But they look good and
they cost much less than their competitors. If you're not fussed with these issues and want a pair of boots with a really classic American work boot looking for less, you can find that price worth it. Chippewa Service Utility Boot: To buy or not to buy? There are a lot of things I like about this boot. It looks good, it's relatively cheap, it's got
good grip, it's easy to break into, there's a Goodyear welt, and it just looks like a classic. I'll keep going about the aesthetics, but for the price you pay, you get a nice little piece of Americana here. Sure, there are drawbacks. The leather folds a lot, the shock absorption sucks, I got some loose strands pretty quickly, and the heel started
separating after a few weeks of wear. I wasn't crazy about it. But this is a Goodyear welted shoe, so it's easy to replace the sole if it wears out and you might get lucky with the Chippewa warranty, which promises no defects but also makes it clear that they usually warrant soles for wear either. In any case, whether you think the
disadvantages are worth the price is a decision you have to make for yourself. You don't get as much bang for your buck as you do with something like the Thursday captain, but for my money, I expected a lot worse. Convinced? Get the best price for this boot on Amazon here. Enter your email for an exclusive article to help you find the
best deals on quality shoes. Shoes.
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